[Analysis of DNA-ligand binding in solution and on biochips].
Ligand binding to DNA, as well as to microarrays, requires a system approach to description and analysis. This type of approach implies a fixed sequence of operations. Firstly, it is necessary to make a description of a binding scheme that realizes ligand and polymer in common spatial way. Secondly, a physical model of binding is required. Thirdly, a mathematical binding model should be constructed on the basis of the binding scheme and the physical model of binding. Every analysis of experimental data needs this preliminary work. A mathematical apparatus and classification of binding models have to follow on. Classification of different binding isotherms by different binding models is the direct problem. The inverse problem is a reconstruction of parameters of a binding model by experimental binding isotherm curves. The inverse problem can only be solved after solving the direct problem. An example of classification of binding models by oligonucleotides or proteins binding cooperativity and polymer properties like homo- or heteropolymer is presented.